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Regulations and other Acts

Gouvernement	du	Québec

O.C. 805-2024, 8 May 2024
Professional Code 
(chapter	C-26)

Diplomas issued by designated educational 
institutions which give access to permits or 
specialist’s certificates of professional orders 
— Amendment

Regulation to amend the Regulation respecting the 
diplomas issued by designated educational institutions 
which give access to permits or specialist’s certificates 
of professional orders

Whereas,	under	the	first	paragraph	of	section	184	of	
the	Professional	Code	(chapter	C-26),	after	obtaining	the	
advice	of	the	Office	des	professions	du	Québec	in	accor-
dance with subparagraph 7 of the fourth paragraph of 
section 12, and of the order concerned, the Government 
may, by regulation, determine the diplomas issued by the 
educational institutions it indicates which give access to a 
permit	or	specialist’s	certificate;

Whereas, in accordance with the first paragraph  
of	section	184	of	the	Code,	the	Office	has	given	its	advice	
to the Government, after consulting in particular the  
interested educational institutions and professional orders, 
the	Fédération	des	cégeps	and	 the	Minister	of	Higher	
Education;

Whereas, in accordance with sections 10 and 11 of 
the	Regulations	Act	(chapter	R-18.1),	a	draft	Regulation	
to amend the Regulation respecting the diplomas issued 
by designated educational institutions which give access 
to	permits	or	specialist’s	certificates	of	professional	orders	
was published in Part 2 of the Gazette officielle du Québec 
of 27 December 2023, with a notice that it could be made 
by the Government on the expiry of 45 days following 
that	publication;

Whereas the Government has obtained the advice of 
the	Office,	as	well	as	the	advice	of	the	Ordre	des	tech-
nologues	en	imagerie	médicale,	en	radio-oncologie	et	en	
électrophysiologie	médicale	du	Québec	and	the	Ordre	des	
technologues	professionnels	du	Québec in respect of the 
provisions	relevant	to	them;

Whereas it is expedient to make the Regulation  
without	amendment;

It Is ordered, therefore, on the recommendation of 
the	Minister	Responsible	for	Government	Administration	
and	Chair	of	the	Conseil	du	trésor:

that the Regulation to amend the Regulation respec- 
ting the diplomas issued by designated educational 
institutions which give access to permits or specialist’s  
certificates	of	professional	orders,	attached	to	this	Order	
in	Council,	be	made.

domInIque savoIe 
Clerk of the Conseil exécutif

Regulation to amend the Regulation 
respecting the diplomas issued by 
designated educational institutions which 
give access to permits or specialist’s 
certificates of professional orders
Professional Code 
(chapter	C-26,	s.	184,	1st	par.)

1. The Regulation respecting the diplomas issued by 
designated educational institutions which give access to 
permits	or	specialist’s	certificates	of	professional	orders	
(chapter	C-26,	r.	2)	is	amended	in	section	2.05	by	inserting	
“at Dawson College and” after “completed at” in subpara-
graph	2.1	of	the	first	paragraph.

2. Section	2.09	is	amended	by	replacing	paragraph	15	
by	the	following:

“(15)	 in	the	Health	Services	vocational	sector:

(a)	 the	orthotics	and	prosthetics	technology	program,	at	
Montmorency general and vocational college and Collège 
Mérici;

(b)	 the	 orthotics,	 prosthetics	 and	 orthopaedic	 care	 
program, at Montmorency general and vocational college 
and	Collège	Mérici;”.

3. This	Regulation	comes	into	force	on	the	fifteenth	
day following the date of its publication in the Gazette 
officielle du Québec.
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